Fact sheet

EQUATOR® PRO
WORKFLOW
SOLUTION

Founded in 2003, Equator has become known as an
industry-leading asset management, home search,
marketing and workflow solution. It is widely adopted by
servicers, real estate agents and vendors nationwide.
Equator PRO is a highly configurable and scalable
workflow automation solution that help servicers,
outsource providers and third-party vendors efficiently
and effectively manage delinquencies. Combined with
Altisource’s full suite of scalable and data-driven solutions
(online marketing and auctions, field services, valuations
and title services), servicers can streamline the entire
default process, supporting client-determined compliance
requirements, reducing cycle times and lowering costs.

HOW WE HELP

Originally built for big servicers, Equator has been
optimized with flexible features, making it easy and
affordable for clients with any size default portfolio.
Clients can adopt individual products to fill gaps in their
current process or combine all the products for a
complete end-to-end default system.
 Affordability – Pay for only what you use via Equator PRO
 Scalability – Ability to adopt suite of products as needed
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 Flexibility – Offers a modern business process model and
notation (BPMN) workflow technology, making it easy to
scale as you grow
 Promotes Growth – Integrates with most servicer
systems, vendor networks and more
 Manage Risk – Simplifies audits by keeping all
documents and messaging in one place
 Stay Connected – Provides transparency and
communication between vendors, servicers, real estate
agents and consumers
 Easy Activation – Same-day go-live and no client tech
resources required
 FHA Default Modeling Tool – Projects costs and
recommends optimal disposition strategies

INVESTING IN THE FUTURE

Equator remains as a leader in workflow technology, heavily
investing in product enhancements and leading-edge
technology for the future of servicer clients, vendors,
real estate agents and consumers. Upcoming product
releases include easy onboarding with less custom
development and modern messaging applications, APIs,
searching and reporting.
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